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Abstract
This paper studies a restricted version of the ambient calculus, a process model for mobile and distributed computation. We only
allow single-threaded ambients migrating in a network of immobile ambients, exchanging payloads, and delivering them. With
this restriction, we arrive at a calculus free from grave interferences. In previous works, this is only possible by sophisticated type
systems.
We focus on the expressiveness of the restricted calculus. We show that we can still repeat Zimmer’s encoding of name-passing
in our calculus. Moreover, we prove a stronger operational correspondence result than Zimmer’s. The proof takes advantage on
a speciﬁcation about the spatial structure and process distributions of the encoding that are invariant to reductions, using a novel
spatial logic.
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1. Introduction
The ambient calculus [7] is something that combines “holy” and “evil”. It is holy for its simplicity as an abstractmodel,
its resemblance to mobile computation [5], and its expressive power [16,27]. It is evil for the difﬁculties of verifying
process properties [12,15,18], mainly due to the grave interference problem among the ambient primitives [15]. A pair
of grave interference redexes, apart from preventing each other from reducing, often results in two conﬁgurations such
that one of them is apparently undesirable. For this, quite a few variants were proposed in the literature [15,3,10,17].
In the Safe Ambient calculus (SA) [15] for example, CCS-style co-actions are introduced into the calculus. By an
additional immobile and single-threaded (ST) type discipline, one is able to control the grave interference problem and
bring stronger behavior results.
As a further step in the SA direction, we introduce in this paper an ambient-like calculus called the wagon calculus,
which is free of grave interference by syntactic means. It is obtained by keeping a fragment of well-behaved (i.e.
ambients are either ST or immobile) SA processes. 1 To get an idea, consider the following reductions of an SA process
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consisting of an ST ambient pkt and an immobile ambient s 2 :
pkt[in s.open pkt | P ] | s[ !in s | !out s | !open pkt | Q]
−→SA s[ !in s | !out s | !open pkt | pkt[open pkt | P ] | Q]
−→SA s[ !in s | !out s | !open pkt | P | Q]. (1)
In ambient calculi, an ambient is written a[P ]with name a and processP running inside.We use−→SA for the reduction
relation between SA processes. In this example, ambient pkt ﬁrst moves into ambient s, as a result of the matching
action/co-action pair in s in pkt and in s in s (!in s means an inﬁnite supply of in s). After that, its boundary is
dissolved due to the pair open pkt and open pkt , releasing process P into s. We show now the corresponding wagon
calculus (or wagon for short) version 3 :
s.dis〈P 〉 | s[Q]
−→ s[dis〈P 〉 | Q]
−→ s[P | Q]. (2)
Comparing (1) and (2), we may ﬁnd that the ST ambient pkt becomes anonymous. It is written s.dis〈P 〉 with s.dis
representing the SA capability (i.e. a sequence of actions) in s.open pkt . Meanwhile, the process !in s | !out s |
!open pkt in the immobile ambient s is assumed, which means that in wagon we cannot exercise ﬁner-grained access
control.
In wagon, we use different syntax for ST and immobile ambients. We write M〈P 〉 for anonymous ST ambients,
called packets. M is the sequence of actions (like s.dis, which means enter s and then dissolve there) that it is going
to execute. P is the collection of sub-ambients, called the payload of the packet. As for immobile ambients, which
we call locations, we write s[P ] where s is the location name and P the collection of sub-ambients. We require that
locations give full permissions to packets, i.e. requests from packets to enter a location, leave a location, or be opened,
are always granted. All replicated top-level actions are thus dropped in locations.
In wagon, we also suppress some reduction patterns of SA. For example, a wagon payload is no longer a running
process. Before it is released, a payload cannot reduce by itself, or interact with the surrounding environment.A packet
can neither enter another packet without being opened. More speciﬁcally, we only allow the following four interaction
patterns (they are the main reduction rules in wagon) 4 :
s.M〈P 〉 | s[Q] −→ s[M〈P 〉 | Q]
s[↑ .M〈P 〉 | Q] −→M〈P 〉 | s[Q]
dis〈P 〉 −→ P
put〈P 〉 | get.M〈Q〉 −→M〈P | Q〉.
Their counter parts in SA are (roughly):
pkt[in s.M | P ] | s[!in s | Q] −→SA s[pkt[M | P ] |!in s | Q]
s[!out s | pkt[out s.M | P ] | Q] −→SA pkt[M | P ] | s[!out s | Q]
!open pkt | pkt[open pkt | P ] −→SA P
pkt[inpkt.open pkt | P ]
| pkt[in pkt.open pkt.M | Q] −→SA −→SA pkt[M | P | Q].
With such a radically simpliﬁed sub-calculus of SA with the only non-deterministic behavior being the put/get
interaction, 5 onemaywonder its usefulness, especially regarding its expressive power. Surprisingly enough,we show in
this paper that wagon still retains most of the expressive power of SA, in that it can still simulate -calculus [19,26] style
name-passing ﬁrst done by Zimmer [27] using (pure) SA. Moreover, we prove a stronger operational correspondence
2 For the process to be well-typed, P and Q must not contain top-level actions, i.e. they are the parallel composition of ambients.
3 Strictly speaking, P andQ should also be changed here. For illustration purpose, we just use the same letters. The actual differences are implicitly
understood in this informal introduction.
4 In this paper, the reduction dis〈P 〉 −→ P is actually formalized as a structural rule. The main reason is that latter the logical formulas can be
less bulky by ignoring these dis-packets.
5 Migrations in the wagon calculus are deterministic, since we impose a unique name requirements on sibling location. See Remark 12.
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result that the encoding indeed only follows the reduction path of the source process, which Zimmer left as a conjecture
for his encoding.
The prove of a reasonable operational correspondence for the encoding is not trivial. To simulate name-passing, the
ambient process requires a lot of auxiliary reductions to prepare for the communication and to build explicit substitution
ambients for later use. Indeed, Zimmer wrote regarding the analyze of these intermediate states that “only an automatic
demonstration tool could maybe handle”. For this purpose, we introduce a novel spatial logic for the wagon calculus.
A formula in this logic is essentially a process with names replaced by name sets. Its denotation is the set of processes
having the same structure with their free names chosen from the corresponding name sets in the formula. Together
with other spatial connectives, the logic is able to tell the general shape of the location tree and the possible numbers
and shapes of packets in each of the locations. Moreover, by showing that some formulas are closures, i.e. the set
of processes is reduction-closed, we are able to formally state, for example, that some packets will never appear in
some given location. As an application, we are able to ﬁnd a closure that speciﬁes properties of the encoding and all
their derivations (Corollary 28). By formalizing a special contextual equivalence (Deﬁnition 32) limiting the testing
context to be within this closure, we prove that all the auxiliary reductions are equivalences (Lemma 38) and every
non-equivalent reduction step in the encoding corresponds exactly to one (non-deterministic) reduction in .
Organization of the paper: Section 2 deﬁnes the wagon calculus and its reduction semantics. Section 3 shows that
wagon is a sub-calculus of SA without grave interferences. Section 4 presents the encoding of name-passing to wagon.
Section 5 introduces an equivalent chemical semantics on which the spatial logic in Section 6 is based. Section 6
formalizes the spatial logic and deﬁnes a formula that characterizes the encoding. Section 7 introduces a customized
may-testing congruence using the characterizing formula. Section 8 gives the operational correspondence proof. Finally,
Section 9 concludes.
2. Wagon processes and reduction semantics
In this section we deﬁne the syntax and reduction semantics of the wagon calculus.
Deﬁnition 1 (Wagon process). Let a, b, . . . range over a set N of names, wagon headers (M, N, . . .) and wagon
processes (P, Q, . . .) are deﬁned by the following grammar:
M, N ::= dis | put | get.M | ↑ .M | a.M
P, Q ::= 0 | (a)P | (P | Q) | a[P ] | M〈P 〉 | !M〈P 〉
In the wagon calculus, we have the standard nil process 0, name restriction (a)P , parallel composition (P | Q), and
location a[P ], which are essentially the constructs needed to build static trees with hidden labels [6]. The dynamic part
of the calculus lies in the packet construct M〈P 〉 (and its replicated version !M〈P 〉) which is made up of a header M
and a payload P. A header is a sequence of actions.Actions may dissolve the packet and release the payload (dis〈P 〉),
put the payload to other packet (put〈P 〉), get the payload from other packet (get.M〈P 〉), move the packet out of
its current location (↑ .M〈P 〉), or move the packet in to some location named a (a.M〈P 〉). We call get.M〈P 〉 (resp.
put〈P 〉, ↑ .M〈P 〉, a.M〈P 〉) a get-packet (resp. put-, out-, in-packet). Among the process constructs, (a)(·) is
the only binder. The notion of free names f n(M), f n(P ) and renaming of bound names are deﬁned as usual. We use
= to relate alpha-convertible processes.
Conventions: In writing processes (and later solutions and formulas) we use the following notational conventions.
We often omit dis (together with the preceding dot, if applicable) and 0. Thus, get.b〈〉 | b[ ] is a shorthand for
get.b.dis〈0〉 | b[0]. We let “(·) | (·)” have the least binding power and try to omit unnecessary parentheses whenever
possible. So (a)P | Q means (((a)P ) | Q).
Deﬁnition 2 (Structural congruence). A usual structural congruence relation (≡) is deﬁned over wagon processes. It
is the least congruence satisfying the rules in Fig. 1.
Deﬁnition 3 (Reduction semantics). The reduction relation (−→) among wagon processes is deﬁned by the rules
in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. The structural congruence relation.
Fig. 2. The reduction relation.
As explained in the introduction, the three rules, (R-In), (R-Out), and (R-Get-Put), are derived fromSA.We choose
to use dis〈P 〉 ≡ P instead of dis〈P 〉 −→ P so that packets of the form dis〈P 〉 are factored out (by structural
congruence) in the spatial logic. The others are standard rules in process calculi to enable reductions inside contexts.
Careful readers may notice that rule P −→ P ′ ⇒ M〈P 〉 −→ M〈P ′〉, which should be inherited together with
(R-Loc) from ambient, is missing. In other words, we have weak process mobility in wagon: a payload is a guarded
process, which remains inactive until the packet dissolves.
For a better understanding of the calculus, we summarize below a few distinct properties of wagon and then give an
example.
(1) Objective migration: while there are arguments for subjective moves in ambients (in the sense of [7]), we use
objective moves. The distinction between these two phrases is actually quite blur here, since a wagon packet,
although appearing to move objectively, is only a disguise of a subjectively moving ambient.
(2) Eternal locations: locations in wagon can neither move nor disappear, which makes another radical difference from
the original design of ambients. While ambients can be explicitly opened as a way of cleaning-up, wagon locations
cannot, making it closer to the D-style location semantics [14] enriched with a hierarchy [13]. Expressiveness is
obtained by the dynamic creation of new locations by location-carrying packets. An example is given in the second
part of Example 4.
(3) Self-dissolving: there are many arguments for dropping the open primitive in ambient calculi, which seems to
be too powerful and has a lot of side-effects [3,10]. In wagon, we use the even more controversial self-dissolving
action [7], based on the fact that a location is an immobile ambient with always the most permissive access policy.
Extra processes released inside it, just like extra processes moved inside it, cannot affect its functionality, neither
by hiding its presence nor by preventing other packets from entering/exiting. However, we do need to control what
kind of processes is allowed to enter the location, and the usual name-hiding is enough for this purpose.
(4) A computation model of packet-peeling and content-routing: every reduction involves peeling off an action from a
packet and routing the packet accordingly. Although stemmed from the ambient calculus, this compute-by-routing
model of mobile computation is interesting in itself for its simplicity and the expressive power that it exhibits.
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Example 4 (Routing). Process routing can be easily modelled in wagon. Location RtSvr in the following process
models a routing server that will deliver payloads transparently to the particular destination, Mars. The interaction
between a client RtSvr.put〈P 〉 and the routing server results in the process P being delivered to Mars, without the
client knowing where Mars is physically located:
Earth[RtSvr[ !get. ↑ . ↑ .Mars〈〉] | RtSvr.put〈P 〉] | Mars[Q]
−→Earth[RtSvr[ !get. ↑ . ↑ .Mars〈〉 | put〈P 〉] ] | Mars[Q]
−→Earth[RtSvr[ !get. ↑ . ↑ .Mars〈〉 | ↑ . ↑ .Mars〈P 〉] ] | Mars[Q]
−→Earth[RtSvr[ !get. ↑ . ↑ .Mars〈〉] | ↑ .Mars〈P 〉] | Mars[Q]
−→Earth[RtSvr[ !get. ↑ . ↑ .Mars〈〉] ] | Mars〈P 〉 | Mars[Q]
−→Earth[RtSvr[ !get. ↑ . ↑ .Mars〈〉] ] | Mars[P | Q]. (3)
Through name scoping, routing services like the above, but for fresh destinations, can be established as well. For
example, the location Mars in (3) could be initially not known to Earth. The following conﬁguration (in which (3) can
be derived) gives such an example.
Earth[RtSvr.put〈P 〉]
| (Mars)Mars[ ↑ .Earth〈RtSvr[ !get. ↑ . ↑ .Mars〈〉]〉 | Q].
Similar mechanisms could be used to provide a private routing service for a trusted agent to cross a ﬁrewall [7].
3. Sub-language of SA and no grave interference
As explained in the introduction, the wagon calculus is designed to be sub-language of SA. In this section, we give
a formal interpretation of wagon processes in SA. 6
Choose two distinct names pkt, lock not in N , we use N unionmulti {pkt, lock} as the underlying set of ambient names in
SA. The encoding of wagon processes into SA, 〈[·]〉, is deﬁned in Fig. 3. A header M is translated into an SA capability
{M}. A process P is ﬁrst translated into an SA process {P }.We then supply a top-level process !open pkt | !open lock
to {P } to get 〈[P ]〉. The use of {·}L prevents payloads from reducing before they are released.
To see how the encoding works, we show below the reduction get.M〈P 〉 | put〈Q〉 −→ M〈P | Q〉 in the
corresponding SA translation.
〈[get.M〈P 〉 | put〈Q〉]〉
= pkt[in pkt . open pkt . {M} | {P }L] | pkt[in pkt . open pkt | {Q}L] | !open pkt | !open lock
−→SA pkt[open pkt . {M} | {P }L | pkt[open pkt | {Q}L] ] | !open pkt | !open lock
−→SA pkt[{M} | {P }L | {Q}L] | !open pkt | !open lock. (4)
Process (4) differs from 〈[M〈P | Q〉]〉 in that it has {P }L | {Q}L inside the packet while the latter has {P | Q}L. We
will show that these two processes are indistinguishable in any encoding context (Lemma 9).
An important observation about the encoding is its typability in the original immobile/ST type system of SA [15].
We can assign an immobile type IAmb[Shh] to locations and an ST type STAmb † [Shh] to packets. Shh means no
communication. The symbol † means that there will be no top-level thread (action) when the ambient is opened. We
refer the reader to the original paper for more details about the type system. We now deﬁne a type environment that
assigns appropriate types to names used in the encoding.
Deﬁnition 5. For anyﬁnite set of namesX ⊂ N ,wedeﬁneX to be the type environmentwith domain {pkt, lock} unionmultiX
that maps pkt and lock to STAmb † [Shh] and all a ∈ X to IAmb[Shh].
6 Unfortunately, to simulate the action ↑, we have to modify slightly the original SA syntax by replacing the action “out a” with “out” (without
the parameter a), and the reduction semantics accordingly. Most results in the SA paper trivially hold in this modiﬁed version. For simplicity, we
will just use the original SA results.
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Fig. 3. The interpretation of wagon in SA 〈[·]〉.
Lemma 6 (Typability). Under the type system of [15], we have
(1) For any wagon header M, f n(M)  {M} : STCap † [Shh];
(2) For any wagon process P, f n(P )  {P } : IProc[Shh] and f n(P )  〈[P ]〉 : IProc[Shh].
Proof (Sketch).
(1) In the type system of [15], the ST-path typing rule says that to obtain M1.M2 : STCap † [Shh] where M1 and
M2 are SA capabilities, we need to have M1 : STCap ↑ [Shh] and M2 : STCap † [Shh]. So for any string
of capabilities {M} to be typed STCap † [Shh], we need to have the last one typed STCap † [Shh] and all the
others typed STCap ↑ [Shh]. By analyzing the encoding, we know that {M} always ends with open pkt . Since
pkt has type STAmb † [Shh], we can assign open pkt type STCap†[Shh]. All the other non-ending actions in
{M} (including open pkt) can be typed STCap ↑ [Shh].
(2) By induction on the structure of P, using the ﬁrst result. Notice that we can assign IProc[Shh] to {P }L and to
replicated processes !in a, !out a, !open pkt , and !open lock. 
From the above typability result, we have
Proposition 7 (No grave interference). For any wagon process P, there will be no grave interferences [15,
Deﬁnition 3.3] in any derivations of its corresponding SA interpretation 〈[P ]〉.
Proof. Corollary 5.14 of [15] says that no grave interference will occur in any closed (no recursion variable nor
communication variable), well-typed process in which all ambient names are either immobile or ST. Obviously, 〈[P ]〉
is closed. So the result is a direct consequence of Lemma 6. 
By the typability lemma we can use the powerful typed equational laws of SA to prove properties of the encoding.
We ﬁrst restate the deﬁnitions of barbed bisimulation of SA processes.
For any SA process, we write P ⇓n if P −→∗SA (a˜)(n[.Q1 | Q2] | Q3) where  ∈ {in n, open n} and n /∈ a˜.
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Deﬁnition 8 (Barb bisimulation). A symmetric binary relation R on SA processes is called a barbed bisimulation if
P R Q implies
(1) For any P −→SA P ′, there is Q′ s.t. Q −→∗SA Q′ and P ′ R Q′;
(2) P ⇓n⇒ Q ⇓n.
We write ≈ the union of all barbed bisimulation, which is itself a barbed bisimulation.
We let a wagon context to be the usual notion of context with a hole “−” as a place-holder for a wagon process. For
context C and process P, C(P ) is the process obtained by ﬁlling the hole of C with P. By assuming that {·} maps a
wagon hole to an SA hole, we know that for any wagon context C, the corresponding encoding 〈[C]〉 is an SA context.
For the operational correspondence result, we use a typed barbed congruence relation with respect to the encoding,
≈c〈[·]〉, s.t. P ≈c〈[·]〉 Q ⇐⇒ 〈[C]〉(P ) ≈ 〈[C]〉(Q), for any wagon context C.
Lemma 9. For any wagon header M and wagon processes P, Q, we have
pkt[{M} | {P }L | {Q}L] | !open pkt | !open lock ≈c〈[·]〉 〈[M〈P | Q〉]〉.
Proof. Call the left-side process R and the right-side one S. We need to show that for any wagon context C, 〈[C]〉(R) ≈
〈[C]〉(S). Let R1 = {P }L | {Q}L, R2 = {P | Q}L. We prove by showing that the relation
R =def {(D(R1), D(R2)) | pred(D)}∪ ≈
is a barbed bisimulation, where the condition pred(D) on arbitrary SA context D is deﬁned as ∃P.〈[P ]〉 −→∗SA
D({0}L). Clearly, 〈[C]〉(R) R 〈[C]〉(S). The diagram chasing on relation R is straightforward. For example, if the move
D(R1) −→SA R′ involves R1, the only possibility, by the deﬁnition of 〈[·]〉, is that there is a process !open lock
running in parallel with the hole in D. Since our encoding is typable, we can apply (a variant of) the equational law [15,
Lemma 7.5 (3)] and get R′ ≈ D(R2), and thus R′ R D(R2). Similarly for any move of D(R2) involving R2. 
Theorem 10 (Operational correspondence). For any wagon process P, we have
(1) If P −→ Q, then 〈[P ]〉 −→∗SA≈c〈[·]〉 〈[Q]〉;
(2) If 〈[P ]〉 −→SA Q, then there is wagon process R s.t. P −→∗ R and 〈[R]〉 ≈c〈[·]〉 Q.
Proof (Sketch). The ﬁrst part is easy, using Lemma 9. The second part is by analyzing the structure of P. The relation
≈c〈[·]〉 is obtained by applying the typed equational laws of SA and Lemma 9. 
4. The encoding of name-passing
As explained in the introduction, one of the main concerns of the wagon calculus is its expressiveness. In the rest of
the paper, we focus on the encoding of -calculus in wagon and its correctness proof.
Our source language is the asynchronous ﬁnite -calculus (af for short) with the following syntax:
p, q ::= 0 | a〈b〉 | a(b).p | (a)p | (p | q).
We also use a, b, . . . to range over the set of channel names: they later have one-to-one correspondence to location
names in wagon. We have the standard binding rules and the standard deﬁnition of the set of free names of processes
f n(p). We adopt the standard reduction semantics where the only axiom for the reduction relation −→ is given by
the rule:
a〈c〉 | a(b).p −→ p{c/b}. (5)
Process p{c/b} stands for the capture-free substitution of all the free names b in p with c. We use ≡ for the usual
structural congruence relation between af -processes. Readers may refer to the book [26] for a more systematic
presentation.
Conventions: We assume that meta-notations like name substitution always bind tighter than other language con-
structs. So process p | (a)q{c/b} stands for (p | (a)(q{c/b})). We use X, Y, Z to denote ﬁnite sets of names.
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Fig. 4. The encoding of af into wagon: 〈〈·〉〉.
Suppose X = {a1, . . . , ak}, we abbreviate (a1) . . . (ak)P as (X)P . We write X\Y for set minus. We write∏ki=1 Pi
for P1 | . . . | Pk and∏a∈X P for P {a1/a} | . . . | P {ak/a} where X = {a1, . . . , ak}.
To encode name-passing in a calculus without built-in communication primitives, the main difﬁculty lies in the
simulation of the meta-level substitution operation. This is less straightforward than the encodings in the seminal
papers [7,15] of ambients, where communication is taken as primitive. Using SA without communication, Zimmer
ﬁrst achieved his encoding of name-passing using a middle calculus where substitutions and channels are both made
explicit. He then uses ambients to simulate explicit substitutions and channels.
We present below an encoding of name-passing following Zimmer’s framework but using only wagon primitives.
Surprisingly enough, using wagon as a kind of syntax sugar for SA, we get a much concise presentation of the encoding,
using processes similar to the routing server of Example 4.
Deﬁnition 11 (The encoding). Suppose that N contains the set of channel names, and that there is a special name
comm ∈ N that is not in the set of channel names, the encoding of af in wagon, 〈〈·〉〉, is deﬁned in Fig. 4.
For every channel a, we create a wagon location a called queue where I/O-processes on channel a meet and interact.
Since there should be one and only one queue provided for each channel, we choose to present the encoding in two
stages. For any af -process p, [[p]] is the wagon process where every private channel is provided with a queue but none
for the free ones, while 〈〈p〉〉X is the process where queues associated with channel names in set X are provided. The
ﬁnal encoding 〈〈p〉〉 is simply a shorthand for 〈〈p〉〉f n(p).
To get a ﬁrst impression of how the encoding works, we show the simulation of the communication rule (5). The
encoding of the left-hand side is (where X = f n(a〈c〉 | a(b).p)\{a}):
〈〈a〈c〉 | a(b).p〉〉 =def a.put〈comm.put〈fwd c〉〉
| (b)(b[ ] | a.put〈comm.get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑〈[[p]]〉〉〉)
| a[chn] |
∏
a∈X
a[chn]. (6)
We give below the reductions of (6) into process (b)(b[fwd c] | [[p]]) | a[chn] | ∏a∈X a[chn] (omitting queues∏
a∈X a[chn]), which will be shown to be equivalent to [[p{c/b}]] | a[chn] |
∏
a∈X a[chn]. The latter may have
one extra queue a[chn] than the encoding of the right-hand side 〈〈p{c/b}〉〉, and is not essential to the operational
correspondence.
a.put〈comm.put〈fwd c〉〉 | (b)(b[ ] | a.put〈comm.get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑〈[[p]]〉〉〉) | a[chn]
−→2 (b)(b[ ] | a[chn | put〈comm.put〈fwd c〉〉 | put〈comm.get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑〈[[p]]〉〉〉]) (7)
−→2 (b)(b[ ] | a[chn | comm.put〈fwd c〉 | comm.get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑〈[[p]]〉〉]) (8)
−→2 (b)(b[ ] | a[ !get〈〉 | comm[put〈fwd c〉 | get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑〈[[p]]〉〉]]) (9)
−→ (b)(b[ ] | a[ !get〈〉 | comm[↑ . ↑ .b〈fwd c |↑〈[[p]]〉〉]]) (10)
−→ (b)(b[ ] | a[chn |↑ .b〈fwd c |↑〈[[p]]〉〉]) (11)
−→ (b)(b[ ] | b〈fwd c |↑〈[[p]]〉〉) | a[chn] (12)
−→ (b)(b[fwd c |↑〈[[p]]〉]) | a[chn] (13)
−→ (b)(b[fwd c] | [[p]]) | a[chn]. (14)
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After the communication, a private forwarder b[fwd c] is created, serving as an explicit substitution for the continuation
process [[p]]. Process (b)(b[fwd c] | [[p]]) behaves almost identical to [[p{c/b}]], since any I/O-request of p on b will
be turned into a same request but on c through the forwarder:
(b)(b[fwd c] | b.put〈. . .〉)
−→ (b)(b[ !get. ↑ .c.put〈〉 | put〈. . .〉]) (15)
−→ (b)(b[ !get. ↑ .c.put〈〉 |↑ .c.put〈. . .〉]) (16)
−→ (b)(b[fwd c] | c.put〈. . .〉). (17)
Given some reasonable equivalence relation , a satisfactory operational correspondence involves two parts. The ﬁrst
part requires that the encoding follows the reduction path of the source process, up to . The second part requires that
it always follows one of the reduction paths of the source process, up to . In our case where the encoding uses many
intermediate steps, the second part is more difﬁcult to prove.
Our approach is to ﬁnd a reasonable equivalence that include all the deterministic intermediate steps, or auxiliary
reductions, which includes all reductions except the get/put interactions inside comm (cf. the reduction that leads to
(10)). These reductions will never be prevented by interferences from the other reductions. For this, we ﬁrst classify
reductions used in the encoding into the followings:
(1) Reductions using (R-Out): no interference could happen and these reductions always succeed. These include (11),
(12), (14), and (17).
(2) Reductions using (R-In): no interference could happen if we can ensure that there is no duplicated sibling location
names. These include (7), (9), (13), and (15).
(3) Reductions using (R-Get-Put) and involving a replicated get-packet: no interference could happen if the get
packet is uniform and receptive [25], in the sense that there is no possibility of other get-packets appearing at the
same location. These include (8) and (16).
(4) Other reductions using (R-Get-Put): this only happens inside comm locations and is in one-to-one correspondence
with the interference between I/O-processes in af . This happens in (10).
To formally verify that these non-interference properties hold, we introduce a novel spatial logic, which can specify
for example that all get-packets in comm are of the form get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈A〉, where b is some private location name
andA is another logical formula specifying the property of the payload. We then use this logic to formalize the general
shape of the encoding, in a quite complex formula named CPIc (Deﬁnition 24), and prove that the ﬁrst three kinds of
reductions are indeed included in some equivalence (Lemma 38).
For presentation reasons, the logic is built on top of a chemical form [2] of wagon processes, which we introduce in
the next section.
5. Chemical semantics
For clear speciﬁcation, we often need to intrude the scope of a binder to contain only those components that know
it. This is, however, particular difﬁcult with calculi supporting explicit locality. Suppose that we have in a distributed
system a mobile agent P and its base Q sharing a secret key k, we have to use the following conﬁguration when the
agent is inside some foreign system a[R]:
(k)(Q | a[P | R]). (18)
In this section, we introduce a chemical semantics where a process a[P | R] can be break down into P@a | R@a.
Thus, (18) could be rewritten as follows, with the binder shrunk as desired:
(k)(Q | P@a) | R@a.
Remark 12. For all this to work, a simple requirement on the naming of the location tree should be imposed. There
should be no duplicated sibling names in the location tree. For the wagon calculus, this could be easily formalized
using a small typed system (see Appendix A). In the rest of this paper, we will assume that all the wagon processes
(and later wagon solutions) satisfy this requirement.
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Fig. 5. The chemical structural congruence relation.
Deﬁnition 13 (Wagon solution). Wagon solutions (A, B, . . .) are deﬁned by adding a singleton name construct 7 (a)
and a located solution construct (A@a) to the process grammar.
A, B ::= 0 | (a)A | (A | B) | a[A] | M〈A〉 | !M〈A〉 | a | A@a
By deﬁnition, a wagon process is also a wagon solution. We assume that “(·)@(·)” has a binding power tighter than
“(·) | (·)”, but less than any of the other constructs.
Deﬁnition 14 (Chemical structural congruence). The chemical structural congruence relation (⇀↽) between wagon
solutions is deﬁned as the least congruence satisfying the rules in Fig. 5.
Only the last three rules are new compared to ≡, and it is not difﬁcult to show that
Lemma 15. For any wagon processes P and Q, P ≡ Q ⇐⇒ P ⇀↽ Q.
Proof. By introducing a partial function that cools down (good) solutions back to processes, and showing that the
function preserves structural relation. 
By breaking down processes into smaller parts, we no longer require reductions to happen inside locations, and can
deﬁne evaluation contexts just like those in calculi without a hierarchical location tree.
Deﬁnition 16 (Evaluation context). An evaluation context C for wagon solutions is of the form (X)(A | −), with
“−” a hole. For any solution B, C(B) is deﬁned as the solution obtained by ﬁlling the hole in C with B.
For notational purpose, we sometime use A@s for either A@a1@ · · ·@ak , when s is some sequence a1@ · · ·@ak ,
or A, when s is the empty sequence, written . We deﬁne f n(s) accordingly.
Deﬁnition 17 (Chemical reduction). The reduction relation (↪→) between chemical solutions is deﬁned by the rules
in Fig. 6.
A correspondence result of the two semantics is due.
7 We need to keep the singleton name since otherwise it would be hard to deﬁne a reduction rule that matches (R-In).
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Fig. 6. The chemical reduction relation.
Proposition 18. For any wagon processes P and Q, and wagon solution A, we have
(1) If P −→ Q, then P ↪→ Q;
(2) If P ↪→ A, then there is Q s.t. P −→ Q and Q ⇀↽ A.
Proof (Sketch).
(1) By induction on the derivation of P −→ Q, using Lemma 15.
(2) By the transitivity of ⇀↽ we can suppose that P ↪→ A is caused by P ⇀↽ A′ ↪→ A′′ ⇀↽ A where the derivation of
A′ ↪→ A′′ does not use rule (CR-Struct). Then, the proof is by the fact that any packet in A′ of the form M〈C〉@s
corresponds to some packet M〈R〉 in P, located in a location denoted by s, with C ⇀↽ R. Due to the unique sibling
name assumption, we can prove by induction on the derivation of A′ ↪→ A′′ that any A′ ↪→ A′′ can be matched by
a corresponding P −→ Q with Q ⇀↽ A′′. Then the result is by Lemma 15. 
6. Spatial logic
In process calculi, names and binders are omnipresent. In this section, we introduce a spatial logic that classiﬁes
names and binders into different groups, speciﬁes their usage patterns, and checks these patterns against processes.
The basic idea is like this: formulas are constructed from processes by replacing names with name sets; a process
satisﬁes a formula if their structures match, up to structural rearrangements, and names in the process are included in
the corresponding sets of the formula. To get some intuition, consider the following -process:
!prn1(job).0 | !prn2(job).0 | prn1〈some_paper〉. (19)
We have two printer processes that repeatedly receives jobs from the two ports prn1 and prn2, respectively, and does
some internal processing with the job (represented by the empty process 0). A client process is trying to use the ﬁrst
printer to print some paper. Suppose we are given a set of valid port names X = {prn1, prn2} and a setY of valid job
names, with some_paper ∈ Y . To say that the client can use whatever printers and print anything speciﬁed by Y, we
may do replacements in (19) and obtain the formula
!prn1(job).0 | !prn2(job).0 | X〈Y 〉,
or, in a more concise presentation,∏
p∈X
!p(job).0 | X〈Y 〉, (20)
which matches (19). Or, using a more strict speciﬁcation, we can only allow the client to use one printer:∏
p∈X
!p(job).0 | {prn1}〈Y 〉.
Nothing is very interesting here. To allow more clients with the same speciﬁcation, we further introduce the Kleene
star construct to formulas. Adding it to (20), we obtain∏
p∈X
!p(job).0 | (X〈Y 〉)∗, (21)
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where (X〈Y 〉)∗ matches zero or more parallel processes satisfying formula X〈Y 〉. One interesting point about (21) is
that it is reduction closed: any reduction of a matched process decreases the number of clients by one, which is still
matched by (21); for processes without clients, no reduction is possible.
The more interesting part of the logic lies in the treatment of name binders. Suppose now all printer names are
protected, as in process
(prn1, prn2)( !prn1(job).0 | !prn2(job).0 | prn1〈some_paper〉), (22)
then the speciﬁcation
(X)
( ∏
p∈X
!p(job).0 | X〈Y 〉∗
)
(23)
says that there are two private printers and some clients using them to print jobs fromY. In our logic, we also introduce
a more powerful construct, the fresh set binder (x)(·). We can change (23) to
(x)
(∏
p∈x
!{p}(job).0 | x〈Y 〉∗
)
. (24)
When checking (22) against (24), (x)matches the binders (prn1, prn2), as the (X) in (23) does.Then all occurrences
of the set variable x in the rest of the formula are substituted by {prn1, prn2} and the match goes on. The power of
this binder lies in that it can match any fresh name set. As a matter of fact, (24) can match any process that has some
ﬁxed number of internal printers and zero or more clients who are allowed to use any of these printers.
6.1. The spatial logic for wagon solutions
Applying the above idea to wagon headers and solutions, we obtain the spatial logic for wagon solutions.
Deﬁnition 19 (Wagon formula). Wagon formulas (A, B, . . .) are sets ofwagon solutions.Header formulas (M,N, . . .)
are sets of wagon headers. Given a set of set variables V ranged over by x, y, . . . , they are deﬁned by the following
grammar 8 :
u, v ::= x | X | u ∪ v
M, N ::= dis | put | get.M |↑ .M | u.M
A, B ::= 0 | (a)A | (A | B) | a[A] | M〈A〉 |!M〈A〉 | a | A@u
| A∗ | ∏
a∈u
A | (x)A | A(u)
We use u, v, . . . to denote a set, built by the union of set variables (x) and set constants (X). A header formula is just
a header with names replaced by sets. A wagon formula, or simply formula, is obtained similarly by changing names
into sets, with some additional constructs that we will explain later. When no confusion arises, we sometimes write a
formula like {a}.get.{b}.put〈〉 as the solution a.get.b.put〈〉.
We have two different kinds of binders in wagon formulas: “(a)(·)” and “∏a∈u(·)” are the binders of name a;
“(x)(·)” is the binder of variable x. Free names f n(·), free variables f v(·), and substitutions ((·){b/a},(·){u/x}) are
deﬁned accordingly. Note that substituting a name in a set with another name in that set may result in the ﬁrst name
being absorbed.
Substituting set variables with name sets is more delicate. Apart from the usual name capture, like in ((a)(a[0] |
x.put〈〉)){{a, b}/x}, we also assume that a set variable represents a fresh name set disjoint with any other set variables
or free names in the formula. As a result, only a set with all the names fresh can be used in substitutions. This point
will be more clear when the semantics of the bind (x)(·) is discussed.
8 For the sake of the usage in this paper, we do not include the basic connectives, e.g. ¬ and ∧. They can be easily added using the set-based
semantics below.
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Fig. 7. The denotation of header formulas and wagon formulas.
Conventions: For formula constructs, we assume the order of precedence as “(a)(·)”, “(x)(·)”, “(·)∗”, “(·)@(·)”,
“
∏
a∈u (·)”, and ﬁnally “(·) | (·)”.
Deﬁnition 20 (Denotation and satisfaction). The denotations of formulas are given in Fig. 7, deﬁned up to ⇀↽. The
satisfaction relation is deﬁned as usual: AA ⇐⇒ A ∈ A. When A ∈ A, we often call A an A-solution.
Some explanations of the semantics are due. The semantics of M ∈ M is quite straightforward. M speciﬁes a
particular pattern of headers having the same sequence of actions, where only the names of the move-in actions could
be chosen among those sets speciﬁed by M. M is deﬁned to be the empty-set if one of the associated set is empty. The
semantics of wagon formulas are deﬁned similarly. We let ∅〈A〉, !∅〈A〉, and A@∅ to be equal to 0 instead of ∅. The
semantics of the last four constructs worth some detailed explanations.
• A∗: We use the Kleene star construct to specify processes that can be break down into components that all satisfyA.
• ∏a∈u A:We use this connective to specify processes that can be break down into components, each of which satisﬁes
a particular instance of A, that is, the result of substituting a in A with one particular name in u. It is normally used
to enumerate a collection of locations (e.g.∏a∈u a[0]).
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• (x)A: We introduce in our logic this fresh set binder, read “given a fresh set x”, to specify processes in which some
particular fresh name set X can be identiﬁed.After extending the scopes of all these binders to the out-most, the inner
process satisﬁes the formula obtained by substituting x in A with X. In particular, X can be an empty set. Note that
the freshness is formalized by the condition that the identiﬁed set X cannot contain any free names in A.
• A(u): This is the usual way of calling a deﬁnition clause, say, A(x) =def B. Then this formula is equal to B{u/x}.
We allow recursive deﬁnition clauses.A deﬁnition clause must be closed, in that the deﬁnition body can only contains
free variables from the parameter list.
Example 21. We give a few satisfaction examples below:
(1) get. ↑ .a〈〉 ∈ get. ↑ .{a, b}〈〉;
(2) !get〈〉 | put〈〉 | put〈〉 ∈ !get〈〉 | put〈〉∗;
(3) {0, (a)a[ ], (a)(b)(a[ ] | b[ ]), · · ·} ⊆ (x)∏a∈x a[ ];
(4) (a)(b)(a[ ] | b[ ] | get.a〈〉) ∈ (x)(∏a∈x a[ ] | get.x〈〉∗).
6.2. Logical formulas for the encoding
In this section, we deﬁne the formula CPIc (Deﬁnition 24) that contains all the derivations of the encoding (Corol-
lary 28). The formula gives a global vision containing all the possible interaction patterns of any encoded af -processes.
As a result, the deﬁnition is quite complex and depends on quite a lot of intermediate deﬁnition clauses, each corresponds
to an intermediate state in the computation.
We ﬁrst deﬁnePIc(x), which characterizes the encoding of any af -process with free names in x, before any reduction
happens.
Conventions: When no confusion arises, we often abbreviate x ∪ y as xy and x ∪{b} as x·b for the sake of simplicity.
Deﬁnition 22. We deﬁne the following formulas for the encoding of af :
C(x) =def ∏
a∈x
a[ !get〈〉 | comm]
F(x) =def !get. ↑ .x.put〈〉
I1(x) =def (b)(b | x.put〈comm.get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑〈PI(x ·b)〉〉〉)
O1(x) =def x.put〈comm.put〈F(x)〉〉
PI(x) =def (y)(C(y) | I1(xy)∗ | O1(xy)∗)
PIc(x) =def PI(x) | C(x)
Informally, a bunch of (empty) queues of names X is a C(X)-solution, i.e. ∏a∈X a[chn] ∈ C(X). The replicated
get-packet to be used inside forwarders, with its destination belonging to some setX, is an F(X)-solution. The encoding
of any input (resp. output) process having free names X is an I1(X)-solution (resp. O1(X)-solution). The encoding of
any af -process having free names X and bound namesY is made of a C(X)-solution and a PI(X)-solution, which has,
under binders (Y ), the parallel composition of a bunch of queues of names Y (C(Y )), some input solutions with free
names X ∪ Y (I1(XY)∗), and some output solutions with free names X ∪ Y (O1(XY)∗).
Lemma 23. For any af -process p, [[p]] ∈ PI(f n(p)) and 〈〈p〉〉 ∈ PIc(f n(p)).
Proof. See Appendix C. 
We now give the deﬁnition of CPIc. In the deﬁnition, formulas I2..4 and O2..4 correspond to the three intermedi-
ate states of the I/O-packets (cf. reductions (7), (8), and (9) in Section 4) before their interaction inside comm. I0
and O0 correspond to one of the two intermediate states of I/O-packets inside forwarders (cf. reduction (16) in Sec-
tion 4). The other is shared by I2 and O2 (cf. reduction (15) in Section 4). Finally, I5..8 represent the intermediate
states starting from the interaction in comm till the building of the forwarder (cf. reductions (10), (11), (12), (13) in
Section 4).
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Deﬁnition 24. We introduce the following formula deﬁnitions 9 :
I0(x, y) =def (b)(b | ↑ .put〈comm.get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑〈PI(x ·b)〉〉〉@y)
I2(x) =def (b)(b | put〈comm.get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑〈PI(x ·b)〉〉〉@x)
I3(x, y) =def (b)(b | comm.get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑〈PI(x ·b)〉〉@y)
I4(x, y) =def (b)(b | get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑〈PI(x ·b)〉〉@comm@y)
I5(x, y) =def (b)(b | ↑ . ↑ .b〈F(x) | ↑〈PI(x ·b)〉〉@comm@y)
I6(x, y) =def (b)(b | ↑ .b〈F(x) | ↑〈PI(x ·b)〉〉@y)
I7(x) =def (b)(b | b〈F(x) | ↑〈PI(x ·b)〉〉)
I8(x, y) =def ↑〈PI(x)〉@y
O0(x, y) =def ↑ .x.put〈comm.put〈F(x)〉〉@y
O2(x) =def put〈comm.put〈F(x)〉〉@x
O3(x, y) =def comm.put〈F(x)〉@y
O4(x, y) =def put〈F(x)〉@comm@y
V(x, y) =def ∏
a∈y
a[F(xy)]
D(x, y) =def I0(xy, y)∗ | I1(xy)∗ | I2(xy)∗ | I3(xy, x)∗ | I4(xy, x)∗
| I5(xy, x)∗ | I6(xy, x)∗ | I7(xy)∗ | I8(xy, y)∗
| O0(xy, y)∗ | O1(xy)∗ | O2(xy)∗ | O3(xy, x)∗ | O4(xy, x)∗
CPI(x) =def (y)(z)(C(y) | V(xy, z) | D(xy, z))
CPIc(x) =def CPI(x) | C(x)
It is easy to show that every PIc(X)-solution is also a CPIc(X)-solution.
Lemma 25. For any X, (1) PI(X) ⊆ CPI(X); and (2) PIc(X) ⊆ CPIc(X).
Deﬁnition 26 (Closure). Formula A is called a closure, if for any A ∈ A and A′, A ↪→∗ A′ implies A′ ∈ A.
As a simple example, the formula in Example 21.(2) is a closure.
Conventions: If A(x) =def B is a deﬁnition, we use A to denote the union:⋃
(unionmultiiXi )⊆(N \f n(B))
A( X).
If A ∈ A, then A ∈ A( X) for some name sets X1, . . . , X| X| disjoint with each other and with the free names in B.
Lemma 27. (1) For any X, CPIc(X) is a closure. (2) CPIc is a closure.
Proof. See Appendix D. Fig. 8 gives an illustration of all the possible packet ﬂows caused by reductions. 
As a corollary of Lemmas 25 and 27, every solution produced by the reduction of an encoding is a CPIc-solution.
Corollary 28. For any af -process p, and any solution A s.t. 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ A, we have A ∈ CPIc.
To this end, we can ensure that properties such as the uniformity of replicated get-packets inside forwarders or queues
are indeed satisﬁed by our encoding, by the deﬁnition of CPIc.
9 The size of the deﬁnition of CPIc has been reduced to its current form by: using dis〈P 〉 ≡ P instead of dis〈P 〉 −→ P so that the logic does
not consider dis-packets, and using the ﬁnite asynchronous version of the -calculus.
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Fig. 8. Closure property of CPIc .
7. May-testing congruence
To establish the operational correspondence, we need to ﬁnd some measurements of process equivalence. Often,
it is not easy to ﬁnd a good process equivalence that is of the right size, and easy to prove. Labelled bisimulation
is a choice. However, for process calculi with explicit location and process migration like the wagon calculus, it is
often difﬁcult to establish a good labelled transition system and the associated bisimulation [18]. Constraints on the
translation environment would be another problem.
In our proof, we use may-testing congruence [21,12], which requires that the two processes have exactly the same
external observations when being put inside arbitrary evaluation contexts (observers). Barbed bisimulation and con-
gruence [20,15] would be another choice, although constructing appropriate relations in the proof requires different
work.
Deﬁnition 29 (Barb). We write A ↓s if A ⇀↽ (X)(A1 | get.M〈A2〉@s) with f n(s) ∩ X = ∅. A ⇓s ⇐⇒ A ↪→∗
B ↓s .
Deﬁnition 30. We deﬁne (the unrestricted) may-testing congruence between wagon solutions as: A  B if and only
if for any C and s, C(A) ⇓s ⇐⇒ C(B) ⇓s .
Example 31. Some example of may-testing congruence:
(1) ↑ .M〈A〉@a | a  M〈A〉 | a;
(2) a.M〈A〉 | a  M〈A〉@a | a.
The proof is by analyzing all the possible interactions of these processes with the context. The second example is not
true without the unique sibling-name requirement (Remark 12).
Sadly, we cannot use the above may-testing congruence directly for the operational correspondence, for we have
no way of ensuring that the behavior of the tester complies with the basic assumptions for our encoding, namely, the
receptiveness of the replicated get-packets in channel locations. The essential equivalence of
a[chn] | put〈C〉@a  a[chn] | C@a
would fail if the tester is, for example, get. ↑ 〈〉@a | −. This situation is typical of encodings between different
calculi. The solution is to consider testers that are translations of source contexts. So we deﬁne a restricted version of
the above congruence (written CPIc A  B) in which the tester always obeys the basic assumptions of the encoding,
i.e. the whole system always forms a valid CPIc-solution.
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Before we proceed, we ﬁrst deﬁne the formula CPI◦(x1, x2, z1) that contains all the solutions that we are going to
associate with the congruence. Informally, aCPI◦(x1, x2, z1)-solution is aCPI(x1x2)-solution with some free queues
missing (x2) and some extra free forwarders (z1) not yet binded.
CPI◦(x1, x2, z1) =def (y)(z2)(C(y) | V(x1x2yz1, z2) | D(x1x2y, z1z2)) | C(x1) | V(x1x2, z1).
For any CPI◦-solution A, we write chn(A), var(A) the names of the free C-solution and V-solution in A, respectively,
and we let freeloc(A) = f n(A)\(chn(A)unionmulti var(A)). It is easy to check that any CPIc-solution is also a CPI◦-solution
(CPIc(X) = CPI◦(X, ∅, ∅)). Moreover, from any CPI◦-solution A, the minimum context required to make C(A) a
CPIc-solution is ( var(A))(
∏
a∈f reeloc(A) a[!get〈〉 | comm] | −).
Deﬁnition 32. CPI◦-solutions A and B are said to be may-testing congruent under CPIc, written CPIc A  B, if
(May-Loc) chn(A) = chn(B), var(A) = var(B), and freeloc(A) = freeloc(B); and
(May-Test) for any C s.t. C(A) ∈ CPIc and C(B) ∈ CPIc, we have C(A) ⇓comm@a ⇐⇒ C(B) ⇓comm@a for any a.
Remark 33. We only test barbs at location comm, since other get-packets are all replicated ones and barbs caused
by them are not signiﬁcant for comparison.
We ﬁrst show that this relation is a congruence (Lemmas 34 and 35) and contains the chemical structural equivalence
(Lemma 36).
Lemma 34 (Transitivity). If CPIc A  B and CPIc B  C, then CPIc A  C.
Proof. By checking the deﬁnition. (May-Loc) is obvious. For (May-Test): given any C s.t. C(A) ∈ CPIc and C(C) ∈
CPIc, we need to show that C(A) ⇓comm@a ⇐⇒ C(C) ⇓comm@a . Consider now C(B). To use the (May-Test) clauses
of the premises CPIc A  B and CPIcB  C, we need to show that C(B) is a CPIc-solution. This is indeed
the cases from the requirement of (May-Loc): chn(A) = chn(B), var(A) = var(B), and freeloc(A) = freeloc(B).
Since C(A) ∈ CPIc, C must already supplied the minimum amount of binders  var(A) and the minimum amount of
queues
∏
a∈f reeloc(A) a[!get.〈〉 | comm]. These fact together with the requirements of (May-Loc) makes C(B) also a
CPIc-solution. 
Lemma 35 (Congruence). Given CPIc A  B, for any C s.t. C(A) and C(B) are both CPI◦-solutions, we have
CPIc  C(A)  C(B).
Proof. Easy. 
Lemma 36. Suppose A is a CPI◦-solution, then A ⇀↽ B implies CPIc A  B.
Proof. Easy. 
We show in the next example that the congruence is not a trivial total relation: it distinguishes the encoding of the
following two different af -processes.
Example 37. CPIc  [[a〈b〉]]  [[a〈c〉]]
Proof. We let C = C({a, b, c}) | [[a(x).x(y).0]] | −, then C([[a〈b〉]]) ∈ CPIc and C([[a〈c〉]]) ∈ CPIc. However, we
have C([[a〈b〉]] | C({a, b, c})) ⇓comm@b but C([[a〈c〉]] | C({a, b, c})) ⇓comm@b. 
8. Operational correspondence
We are in the place of presenting the main operational correspondence result. We ﬁrst prove that all the auxiliary
reductions are may-testing congruent under CPIc. These auxiliary reductions are given as pairs. For each pair of the
form (A, B), we have A ↪→ B. Moreover, each tells the possible reduction caused by some particular I/O-solution in
CPIc. Only excluded are the get/put interactions inside comm, caused by I4- or O4-solutions.
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Lemma 38 (Laws for auxiliary reductions). For any of the following pairs of solutions A and B, we have CPIc 
A  B:
(I - 0) A = a[chn] | (b)(b |↑ .c.put〈A′〉@a) with (b)(b |↑ .c.put〈A′〉@a) ∈ I0,
B = a[chn] | (b)(b | c.put〈A′〉);
(I - 1) A = (b)(b | a.put〈A′〉) ∈ I1 and B = (b)(b | put〈A′〉@a);
(I - 2.1) A = a[chn] | (b)(b | put〈A′〉@a) with (b)(b | put〈A′〉@a) ∈ I2,
B = a[chn] | (b)(b | A′@a);
(I - 2.2) A = a[fwd c] | (b)(b | put〈A′〉@a) with (b)(b | put〈A′〉@a) ∈ I2,
B = a[fwd c] | (b)(b |↑ .c.put〈A′〉@a);
(I - 3) A = (b)(b | comm.get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈A′〉@a) ∈ I3,
B = (b)(b | get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈A′〉@comm@a);
(I - 5) A = (b)(b |↑ . ↑ .b〈A′〉@comm@a) ∈ I5,
B = (b)(b |↑ .b〈A′〉@a);
(I - 6) A = a[chn] | (b)(b |↑ .b〈A′〉@a) with (b)(b |↑ .b〈A′〉@a) ∈ I6,
B = a[chn] | (b)(b | b〈A′〉);
(I - 7) A = (b)(b | b〈A′〉) ∈ I7 and B = (b)(b | A′@b);
(I - 8) A =↑〈B〉@a ∈ I8;
(O - 0) A = a[chn] |↑ .b.put〈A′〉@a with ↑ .b.put〈A′〉@a ∈ O0,
B = a[chn] | b.put〈A′〉;
(O - 1) A = a.put〈A′〉 ∈ O1 and B = put〈A′〉@a;
(O - 2.1) A = a[chn] | put〈A′〉@a with put〈A′〉@a ∈ O2,
B = a[chn] | A′@a;
(O - 2.2) A = a[fwd b] | put〈A′〉@a with put〈A′〉@a ∈ O2,
B = a[fwd b] |↑ .b.put〈A′〉@a;
(O - 3) A = comm.put〈A′〉@a ∈ O3 and B = put〈A′〉@comm@a.
Proof. We prove by checking the deﬁnition. (May-Loc) is obvious for all the cases (notice the additional loca-
tion a[chn] in (I-0), (I-6), and (O-0) to ensure (May-Loc)). Regarding (May-Test), for any of the cases above
we do the following analysis. For any such C satisfying C(A) ∈ CPIc and C(B) ∈ CPIc, we need to prove that
C(A) ⇓comm@b ⇐⇒ C(B) ⇓comm@b for any b. Since we can easily show that C(A) ↪→ C(B) for all the cases, we
only need to show one direction, i.e. C(A) ⇓comm@b⇒ C(B) ⇓comm@b. We prove by induction on the derivation of
C(A) ⇓comm@b.
(1) If C(A) ↓comm@b, then the barb can only be contributed by C, for all the cases, so C(B) ↓comm@b .
(2) If C(A) −→ A1 ⇓comm@b, then the reduction either involves solution A or not. If not, we have another context D
and we can use induction hypothesis. Otherwise, we analyze the possible reductions involving A for all the cases.
For all these, we either show that A1 is chemical structural congruence to C(B), which implies C(B) ⇓comm@b, or
A1 is of the form D(A), in which case induction hypothesis applies.
(O-0) One obvious reduction is by A ↪→ B using (CR-Out) with A1 chemically equivalent to C(B). The only
other possible reduction involving A is by some solution in C interacting with a[chn]. In any case, a[chn]
remains intact. The reduction will produce another context D and we can use induction hypothesis.
(O-1) Since a ∈ f n(A) and C(A) ∈ CPIc, we must have C(A) ⇀↽ (X)(E | a | A) for some set X and solution
E. Then the only possible reduction involving A is by (X)(E | a | A) ↪→ A1 ⇀↽ C(B) using (CR-In) .
(O-2.1) By the fact that C(A) ∈ CPIc, there is no get-packet at location a in C(A) except those from a[chn]. So
the only possible reduction involving the put-packet in A is caused by A ↪→ B using (CR-Get-Put) with A1
chemical structural congruent to C(B). The reduction involving a[chn], as in case (O-0), will produce another
context D and we can use induction hypothesis.
The other cases are similar to one of the three above cases. 
The ﬁrst part of the operational correspondence, i.e. the encoding follows every reduction of the source process,
is based on the following explicit substitution lemma.We user a meta-notationA{b := c} for the solution (b)(b[fwd c]
| A).
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Lemma 39 (Explicit substitution). For any af -process p, we have CPIc  [[p]]{b := c}  [[p{c/b}]].
Proof. By using the results in Lemma 38. See Appendix E. 
For the second part, we ﬁrst show that any derivation A of 〈〈p〉〉 is equivalent to some PIc-solution A (Lemma 40).
We then show that we can ﬁnd for any PIc-solution A a corresponding af -process A−1 (Lemma 42). To this end,
we obtain a decoding function ((·))−1 that turns every CPIc-solution A to a af -process (A)−1 whose encoding is
equivalent to A. Using this function, we can show that if 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ A, then (A)−1 is the af -process that can be derived
from p.
Lemma 40 (Flattening). For any solution A with 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ A for some af -process p, we can ﬁnd a PIc-solution A
s.t. CPIc A  A.
Proof. See Appendix F. 
Deﬁnition 41 (Reverse process). For any A ∈ PI, we deﬁne its reverse process A−1 to be the af -process obtained
using the following inductive deﬁnition:
(1) If A ⇀↽ 0, then A−1 =def 0;
(2) If A ⇀↽ (Y )(∏i ai .put〈comm.put〈fwd bi〉〉 | ∏j (b)(b[0] | aj .put〈comm.get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑ 〈Aj 〉〉〉) |∏
a∈Y a[chn]), then A−1 =def (Y )(
∏
i ai〈bi〉 |
∏
j aj (b).(A
−1
j )).
We extend the deﬁnition to A ∈ PIc s.t. A−1 =def B−1 where B ∈ PI is the solution obtained by removing all the
free queues in A.
Lemma 42 (Reverse). We have
(1) For any A ∈ PI, [[A−1]] ⇀↽ A;
(2) For any A ∈ PIc, 〈〈A−1〉〉 ⇀↽ A;
(3) For any af -process p, 〈〈p〉〉−1 ≡ [[p]]−1 ≡ p.
Proof. The ﬁrst is by induction on the size of A. The second is by the ﬁrst result. The third one is by induction on the
structure of p. 
Theorem 43 (Operational correspondence). For any af -process p we have
(1) If p −→ q, then we can ﬁnd R with 〈〈p〉〉 −→∗ R and CPIc  〈〈q〉〉f n(p)  R;
(2) If 〈〈p〉〉 −→∗ R, then we can ﬁnd q with p −→∗ q and CPIc〈〈q〉〉f n(p)  R.
Proof. See Appendix G. 
9. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a small variant of the ambient calculus called the wagon calculus. It is obtained by
restricting the syntax of Safe Ambients, a popular variant of the original ambient calculus with better behavior theory.
By the restriction, we arrive at a sub-calculus of SA that is free of grave interference syntactically. We then focus
on the expressiveness of wagon and show that wagon is also able to encode name-passing. Based on properties
ensured by a novel spatial logic, we prove the correctness of the encoding through an operational correspondence
result.
The logic is build upon a chemical semantics of the wagon calculus.Without this, it would be difﬁcult to tell the one-
to-one relationship between an input process and the corresponding private forwarder where it will return to afterwards.
Our experience shows that in calculi with name scoping and explicit location, a chemical semantics like ours could
enable the transformation of a hierarchical process tree to a ﬂat structure. This enables a ﬁner granularity for scope
intrusion and extrusion, which often helps the normalization of process terms.
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Upon the introduction of the ambient calculus, similar objectivemoveprimitives and self-dissolvinghave alreadybeen
discussed. They are not adopted in the original version for that they can be used for example to insert processes to other
ambients and trap them. In the wagon calculus, however, these primitives can only insert processes to locations, which
are by nature immobile. By separating immobile locations from mobile packets, objective move and self-dissolving
form another primitive set for modelling mobility, upon which the wagon calculus is based.
We have brieﬂy stated that wagon is a sub-calculus of SA. We discuss a bit here about the converse. Since grave
interferences in untyped SA is not possible to simulate in wagon, we believe that it is impossible to fully embed SA
in wagon. For the subset of well-typed SA, the problem is difﬁcult, but not at all impossible. In typed SA, unleashing
a sub-ambient on the move could be simulated in wagon by a dissolving action with the parent ambient wrapped
together with the sub-ambient in the payload. Collecting a sub-ambient without opening could be simulated by a
get/put interaction with the sub-ambient wrapped in an extra layer. However, there are many subtle problems left
for a reasonable encoding. We leave this for future investigation.
Our encoding of the -calculus adopts the same mechanism of Zimmer’s, only a few simpliﬁcations like the uni-
ﬁed treatment of channel names and variable names. Actually, our encoding is also built upon the same intermediate
language called the -calculus with explicit substitutions and channels [27]. However, Zimmer’s operational corre-
spondence result only shows that principle reductions of the encoding can always be matched by the original process.
He conjectured that the same is true for other non-principle reductions. Thanks to the simplicity of wagon seman-
tics, we are able to formalize the properties of the encoding and prove a more complete operational correspondence
result.
Moreover, we conjecture that the prove techniques used here could also be adapted to the proof of Zimmer’s
encoding, since our logic could be quite easily generalized to other name-based process calculi, and a chemical
semantics for (typed) SA could be developed similarly. We believe that it is only a matter of the size of the ﬁnal
closure formula corresponding to CPIc, due to the size of Zimmer’s encoding and the richer interaction patterns
of SA.
To minimize the complexity of the formulas, we choose the ﬁnite asynchronous af -calculus as our source language.
There would be little difﬁculties in extending the result in this paper to the synchronous -calculus that Zimmer used
in his encoding. For the output construct with continuation, a〈b〉.p, the following translation sufﬁces:
[[a〈b〉.p]] =def a.put〈comm.put〈fwd b | ↑〈[[p]]〉〉〉.
Similarly, we could add replication:
[[!p]] =def ![[p]].
Although these require an alternative wagon syntax using general replications and an even larger deﬁnition for CPIc,
we do not see any major obstacles in obtaining a result similar to Theorem 43.
It is yet unknown whether one could encode -calculus with mixed-choice in pure ambients, as the latter is strictly
more expressive [22] and is able to solve the symmetric leader election (SLE) problem. However, recent results reveal
that pure ambients could also solve SLE [23]. This implies the extra expressiveness of pure ambients over asynchronous
-calculus. It would be very interesting to further investigate this problem.
The theory of our spatial logic is still in its primary stage, used only as a tool for proving the speciﬁc application of
encoding -processes. We will further investigate in this direction, especially an abstract reduction relation on the level
of formulas, aiming at the mechanical deduction of the closure of any given formula. Using the Kleene star to count
parallel components in spatial logic has also been studied in the spatial logic of [11]. Constructs of the fresh set binder
(x)(·) and the product∏a∈u (·) involving fresh sets are new, up to our knowledge. It would also be very interesting
to investigate the relation of our spatial logic with works on behavior types [24,1] and spatial logic [4,8,9], especially
the relation of our fresh set binder with other hidden name quantiﬁers.
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Fig. A.1. The unique sibling name discipline.
Appendix A. The unique sibling name discipline
In ambient calculi, parallel ambients can have the same name to model replication of resources like network printers.
However, sometimes we need to avoid the interferences caused by the duplicated sibling names, like the channel
locations in our encoding of -calculus. Also, the type discipline of unique sibling name enables us to break down
locations into smaller components with a chemical semantics. This appendix presents such a type discipline.
Judgements in discipline are of the form X P . Recall that X is a set of names. X P assures that (1) P has top-level
location names in X, (2) all sibling location names in P are unique, and (3) every packet in P contains no free location
in the payload. The typing rules are reported in Fig. A.1. Their meanings should be self-evident.
The subject reduction result is obtained by observing that no free locations will be released during the dissolving of
any packets.
Proposition 44 (Subject reduction). If X P and P −→ Q, then X Q.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of P −→ Q.
• Case P = a.M〈R1〉 | a[R2] and Q = a[M〈R1〉 | R2]: From X P we know that X = {a}, ∅ R1, Y R2. So we
have Y M〈R1〉 | R2 and X Q.
• Case P = a[↑ .M〈R1〉 | R2] and Q = M〈R1〉 | a[R2]: From X P we know that X = {a}, ∅ R1, Y R2. So we
have X  a[R2] and X Q.
• Case P = get.M〈R1〉 | put〈R2〉 and Q=M〈R1 | R2〉: From X P we know that X = ∅, ∅ R1, ∅ R2. So we
have ∅ R1 | R2 and XQ.
• The other rules and the subject congruence results are similar. 
Speciﬁcally, we can easily check that the encoding obeys the unique sibling name discipline.
Lemma 45. For any af -process p, we have ∅  [[p]] and f n(p)  〈〈p〉〉.
Proof. Easy by induction on the structure of p. 
Appendix B. Laws of the spatial logic
This section presents a few results of our spatial logic, especially laws that state the equivalence or inclusion of
different formulas.
By deﬁnition, we can only compare closed formulas, i.e. formulas having no free variables. However, we extend
such relations naturally to open formulas: a relation between open formulas is true if and only if the relation is true for
any valid instantiations of the free variables in these formulas. For example, we have 0 ⊆ A∗, even if A∗ is open.
The following lemma gives some basic laws, which enable syntactic transforming of formulas. They are quite similar
to the chemical structural congruence of solutions.
Lemma 46 (Basic Laws—1). The followings hold:
(F-Par-Zero) A | 0 = A
(F-Par-Sym) A | B = B | A
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(F-Par-Assoc) (A | B) | C = A | (B | C)
(F-Res-Par) A | (a)B = (a)(A | B), if a /∈ f n(A)
(F-FS-Par) A | (x)B = (x)(A | B), if x /∈ f v(A)
(F-Res-Loc) a[(b)A] = (b)a[A], if a = b
(F-FS-Loc) a[(x)A] = (x)a[A]
(F-Rep) !M〈A〉 = !M〈A〉 | M〈A〉
(F-Dis) dis〈A〉 = A
(F-Loc-Par) a[A | B] = A@a | a[B]
(F-Loc-Nil) a[0] = a
(F-At-Par) (A | B)@a = A@a | B@a
(F-Res-At) (a)A@u = (a)(A@u), if a /∈ f n(u)
(F-FS-At) (x)A@u = (x)(A@u), if x /∈ f v(u)
Proof. Easy by checking their deﬁnitions. We give an example for the proof of A | (x)B = (x)(A | B) if x /∈
f v(A).
(1) For any A ∈ A | (x)B, we know that there is A1, A2 with A1 ∈ A, A2 ∈ (x)B, and A ⇀↽ A1 | A2. From
A2 ∈ (x)B we know that there is some fresh set X with X ∩ f n(B) = ∅, A2 ⇀↽ (X)A3 and A3 ∈ B{X/x}. So
we have A1 | A3 ∈ A | B{X/x}. From the condition that x /∈ f v(A), we know that A{X/x} = A, so we have
A1 | A3 ∈ A{X/x} | B{X/x} = (A | B){X/x}. Since X is chosen fresh, we may assume that X is disjoint with
f n(A) and f n(A1). So by X ∩ (f n(A) ∪ f n(B)) = ∅, we have (X)(A1 | A3) ∈ (x)(A | B). So we can have
A ⇀↽ A1 | A2 ⇀↽ A1 | (X)A3 ⇀↽ (X)(A1 | A3), we know that A ∈ (x)(A | B).
(2) For any A ∈ (x)(A | B), we know that there is X with X ∩ f n(A | B) = ∅, A ⇀↽ (X)A1, and A1 ∈
(A | B){X/x}. By x /∈ f v(A) we know that A1 ∈ A | B{X/x}. So there is A2, A3 with A2 ∈ A, A3 ∈ B{X/x},
and A1 ⇀↽ A2 | A3. Then from X ∩ f n(A | B) = ∅, we know that X ∩ f n(B) = ∅, thus (X)A3 ∈ (x)B. So
we have A2 | (X)A3 ∈ A | (x)B. From X ∩ f n(A | B) = ∅ and A2 ∈ A we also have X ∩ f n(A2) = ∅. So
A ⇀↽ (X)A1 ⇀↽ (X)(A2 | A3) ⇀↽ A2 | (X)A3, which implies A ∈ A | (x)B. 
Deﬁnition 47 (Product variable). We deﬁne the set of product variables of a formula, pv(A), as those variables that
appear in the subscripts of products. It is deﬁne to be non-trivial only on the product construct (pv(∏a∈u A) =def
f v(u) ∪ pv(A)), and is homomorphic on all the other constructs.
We use E to denote a formula context with a single hole. We write E(A) for the resulting formula by ﬁlling the hole
in E with A.
Lemma 48 (Monotonicity). The followings hold:
(1) For any formula context E , A ⊆ B implies E(A) ⊆ E(B);
(2) If x /∈ pv(A) and Y ∩ f n(A) = ∅, then X ⊆ Y implies A{X/x} ⊆ A{Y/x}.
Proof. (1) By induction on the structure of E . (2) By induction on the structure of A. 
Remark 49. The second monotonic property fails if the variable is inside the product subscript, for example, b[0] ∈
(
∏
a∈x a[0]){b/x}, but b[0] /∈ (
∏
a∈x a[0]){{b, c}/x}.
Before ending this section, we give a few more laws. They will be used (sometimes implicitly) in our latter
proofs.
Lemma 50 (Basic laws—2). We have the followings hold:
(F-Empty-Header) ∅.M〈A〉 = 0
(F-Prod-Nil) ∏a∈u 0 = 0
(F-Prod-Empty) ∏a∈∅ A = 0
(F-Prod-Par) ∏a∈u(A | B) =∏a∈u A |∏a∈u B
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(F-Star-Single) A ⊆ A∗
(F-Star-Plus) A∗ | A ⊆ A∗
(F-Star-Nil) 0 ⊆ A∗
(F-Star-Par-1) u.M〈A〉∗ | v.M〈A〉∗ = u ∪ v.M〈A〉∗
(F-Star-Par-2) (A | B)∗ ⊆ A∗ | B∗
(F-FS-Absorb) (x)(a)A{x ∪ {a}/x} ⊆ (x)A, if a /∈ f n(A)
(F-FS-Prod) (x)(∏a∈x A | (a)A) ⊆ (x)∏a∈x A, if x /∈ pv(A)
(F-FS-Prod-Star) (x)∏a∈x A = (a)A∗, if x /∈ f v(A)
(F-FS-Res) (x)(a)A = (a)(x)A
(F-FS-Empty) A{∅/x} ⊆ (x)A
(F-Nil-Star) 0∗ = 0
Proof. We prove these results one by one.
(F-Empty-Header) ∅.M〈A〉 = 0: By deﬁnition, ∅.M = ∅ and ∅〈A〉 = 0. So we know ∅.M〈A〉 = 0.
(F-Prod-Nil) ∏a∈u 0 = 0: For any name b, we know that 0{b/a} = 0. So for any set u = {a1, . . . , ak} s.t. |u| = k,
any element belonging to the left side is of the form A1 | · · · | Ak where Ai ∈ 0. That is, any element of the left side
is chemical structural congruent to 0, which is just the deﬁnition of the formula 0.
(F-Prod-Empty) ∏a∈∅ A = 0: By the deﬁnition, A ∈∏a∈∅ A ⇐⇒ A ⇀↽∏i=0 Ai ⇐⇒ A ⇀↽ 0 ⇐⇒ A ∈ 0.
(F-Prod-Par) ∏a∈u (A | B) = ∏a∈u A | ∏a∈u B: Suppose u = {a1, . . . , ak}. We have A ∈ ∏a∈u (A | B) ⇐⇒ ∃A1 . . . Ak . (A ⇀↽ A1 | . . . | Ak ∧ Ai ∈ (A | B){ai/a}). We know that Ai ∈ (A | B){ai/a} ⇐⇒ ∃Bi ∈
A{ai/a} . ∃B ′i ∈ B{ai/a} . Ai ⇀↽ Bi | B ′i . Then we have
∏
i Bi ∈
∏
a∈u A and
∏
i B
′
i ∈
∏
a∈u B. So we know
A ⇀↽
∏
i Bi |
∏
i B
′
i ∈
∏
a∈u A |
∏
a∈u B. The other direction is similar.
(F-Star-Single) A ⊆ A∗: Easy.
(F-Star-Plus) A∗ | A ⊆ A∗: Easy.
(F-Star-Nil) 0 ⊆ A∗: Easy.
(F-Star-Par-1) u.M〈A〉∗ | v.M〈A〉∗ = u ∪ v.M〈A〉∗: (1) Suppose A ∈ u.M〈A〉∗ | u.M〈A〉∗, we know ∃B1 ∈
u.M〈A〉∗ . ∃B2 ∈ v.M〈A〉∗ . A ⇀↽ B1 | B2. We know that B1 is the parallel composition of several u.M〈A〉-
solutions, which are also u∪v.M〈A〉-solutions, and similar forB2. So we conclude thatA is the parallel composition
of several u∪v.M〈A〉-solutions. SoA ∈ u∪v.M〈A〉∗. (2) SupposeA ∈ u∪v.M〈A〉∗, we know thatA is the parallel
composition of several u∪v.M〈A〉-solutions. For any of these u∪v.M〈A〉-solutions, either it is a u.M〈A〉-solution,
or it is not a u.M〈A〉-solution. We arrange all the u.M〈A〉-solutions together and call their parallel composition
B1. We call the rest B2. We know that all those in B2 are v.M〈A〉-solutions. So we have B1 ∈ u.M〈A〉∗ ∧ B2 ∈
v.M〈A〉∗ ∧ A ⇀↽ B1 | B2. So A ∈ u.M〈A〉∗ | v.M〈A〉∗.
(F-Star-Par-2) (A | B)∗ ⊆ A∗ | B∗: Easy.
(F-FS-Absorb) (x)(a)A{x ∪ {a}/x} ⊆ (x)A if a /∈ f n(A): Suppose A ∈ (x)(a)A{x ∪ {a}/x}. There is a set X
s.t. X ∩ f n((a)A{x ∪ {a}/x}) = ∅∧A ⇀↽ (X)B and B ∈ ((a)A{x ∪ {a}/x}){X/x} = (a)(A{X ∪ {a}/x}). We
know there is B ′ s.t. B = (a)B ′ and B ′ ∈ A{X ∪ {a}/x}. So we have A ⇀↽ (X ∪ {a})B ′. From a /∈ f n(A) and
X ∩ f n((a)A{x ∪ {a}/x}) = ∅, we know that (X ∪ {a}) ∩ f n(A) = ∅. So by deﬁnition, A ∈ (x)A.
(F-FS-Prod) (x)(∏a∈x A | (a)A) ⊆ (x)∏a∈x A, if x /∈ pv(A): We know that the left side equals to (x)(a)∏
a∈x∪{a} A. By the Monotonicity Lemma 48, we know that the latter is a subset of (x)(a)
∏
a∈x∪{a} A{x∪{a}/x}.
By applying the previous result, we know that the latter is a subset of (x)
∏
a∈x A.
(F-FS-Prod-Star) (x)∏a∈x A = (a)A∗, if x /∈ f v(A): (1) Suppose A ∈ (x)∏a∈x A. By deﬁnition, we have∃X . (X∩f n(A) = ∅∧A ⇀↽ (X)B ∧B ∈∏a∈X A{X/x} =∏a∈X A). Moreover, we know that B is made by the
parallel composition of k components (suppose |X| = k). From X ∩ f n(A) = ∅, we know that we can shrink the
scope of each restricted name in X to the component that contains it. That is, we have A ⇀↽ (X)B ⇀↽
∏
i (ai)Bi ,
where Bi ∈ A{ai/a}. So we know A ∈ (a)A∗. (2) Suppose A ∈ (a)A∗, A must be the composition of k
components of the form (a)Bi with Bi ∈ A. We can extend those k private restrictions to the out-most and have
A ⇀↽ (a1...ak)
∏
i Bi{ai/a}. This means A ∈ (x)
∏
a∈x A.
(F-FS-Res) (x)(a)A = (a)(x)A: Easy.
(F-FS-Empty) A{∅/x} ⊆ (x)A: Easy.
(F-Nil-Star) 0∗ = 0: Easy. 
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Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 23
Lemma 51. The followings hold:
(1) O1(X) ⊆ PI(X)
(2) I1(X) ⊆ PI(X)
Proof. By the law A{∅/x} ⊆ (x)A, we have O1(X)∗ | I1(X)∗ ⊆ (y)(O1(Xy)∗ | I1(Xy)∗ | ∏a∈y a[C]) = PI(X).
By the law 0 ⊆ A∗ and the Monotonicity Lemma 48.(1), we know O1(X)∗ ⊆ O1(X)∗ | I1(X)∗. By the law A ⊆ A∗,
we know O1(X) ⊆ O1(X)∗. So we have result (1). The proof of result (2) is similar. 
Lemma 23. For any -process p, [[p]] ∈ PI(f n(p)) and 〈〈p〉〉 ∈ PIc(f n(p)).
Proof. The ﬁrst result is by induction on the structure of p. The second is direct by deﬁnition and the ﬁrst result.
p = 0 We have [[p]] =def 0 ∈ PI(∅).
p = (a)q We have by induction hypothesis that [[q]] ∈ PI(f n(q)). Then [[(a)q]] =def (a)(a[!get〈〉 | comm[]] |
[[q]]) ∈ (a)(C({a}) | (y)(O1(f n(q)∪y)∗ | I1(f n(q)∪y)∗ | C(y))). Since a /∈ f n(p) and f n(q) ⊆ f n(p)unionmulti{a},
the latter is a subset of (a)(y)(O1(f n(p) ∪ ({a} ∪ y))∗ | I1(f n(p) ∪ ({a} ∪ y))∗ | C(y ∪ a)), which is itself a
subset of PI(f n(p)), by law (F-FS-Absorb).
p = p1 | p2 We have by induction hypothesis that [[pi]] ∈ PI(f n(pi)) (i = 1, 2). So we have [[pi]] ⇀↽ (Xi)(C(Xi) |
Oi | Ii), with Oi ∈ O1(Xi ∪ f n(pi))∗ and Ii ∈ I1(Xi ∪ f n(qi))∗. Assume X1 ∩ X2 = ∅, we have [[p]] =
(X1)(C(X1) | O1 | I1) | (X2)(C(X2) | O2 | I2) ⇀↽ (X1X2)(C(X1 ∪ X2) | O1 | O2 | I1 | I2). It is easy to show
that O1 | O2 ∈ O1(X1X2 ∪ f n(p))∗ and I1 | I2 ∈ I1(X1X2 ∪ f n(p))∗. So we have [[p]] ∈ PI(f n(p)).
p = a〈b〉 We have [[p]] = a.put〈comm.put〈!get. ↑ .b.put〈〉〉〉 ∈ O1({a, b}) ⊆ PI({a, b}), by Lemma 51.(1).
p = a(b).q We have by induction hypothesis that [[q]] ∈ PI(f n(q)). So we know that [[p]] =def (b)(b[] |
a.put〈comm.get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑ 〈[[q]]〉〉〉) ∈ I1({a} ∪ (f n(q)\{b})) = I1(f n(p)) ⊆ PI(f n(p)), by Lemma
51.(2). 
Appendix D. Proof of Lemma 27
Lemma 52. For any X and any A ∈ CPIc(X), if A ↪→ B, then B ∈ CPIc(X).
Proof. The proof is by analyzing the structure of A.
Since A ∈ CPIc(X), we know that there are Y, Z, C, C′, V , A1 s.t. A ⇀↽ (Y )(Z)(C | V | A1) | C′ with
C ∈ C(Y ), C′ ∈ C(X), V ∈ V(XY, Z), and A1 ∈ D(XY, Z). Since C, C′, and V have no reduction alone, we know
that every reduction of A must involve (some part of) A1. Since A1 ∈ D(XY, Z), this means that the reduction must
involve at least one solution belonging to the following sets: I0, . . . , I8,O0, . . . ,O4.We prove by enumerating all these
14 cases. We only show two cases here. The other cases are similar. The general packet state transitions with these
reductions are depicted in Fig. 8.
(1) The reduction involves an I0-solution: Then we must have A1 ⇀↽ A2 | A3 with A2 ∈ D(XY, Z) and A3 ∈
I0(XYZ, Z) contributing to the reduction. The only possible reduction that A3 can contribute is an out reduction
by itself and becomes A′3 ∈ I1(XYZ), with B ⇀↽ (Y )(Z)(C | V | A2 | A′3) | C′. So we know A2 | A′3 ∈
D(XY, Z) and we conclude with B ⇀↽ (Y )(Z)(C | V | A2 | A′3) | C′ ∈ CPIc(X).
(2) The reduction involves an I7-solution: Then we must have A1 ⇀↽ A2 | A3 with A2 ∈ D(XY, Z) and the involved
solution A3 ⇀↽ (b)(b | b〈F | G〉) ∈ I7(XYZ), for some F ∈ F(XYZ) and G ∈↑ 〈PI(XYZ ·b)〉. The only
possible reduction that A3 can contribute is an reduction by itself and becomes A′3 ⇀↽ (b)(b[F ] | G@b). We
know that b[F ] ∈ V(XYZ, b) and thus V | b[F ] ∈ V(XY, Z ·b). We also know that G@b ∈ I8(XYZ ·b, Z ·b)
and thus A2 | G@b ∈ D(XY, Z ·b). So we conclude this case with B ⇀↽ (Y )(Z)(C | V | A2 | A′3) | C′ ⇀↽
(Y )(Z·b)(C | (V | b[F ]) | (A2 | G@b)) | C′ ∈ CPIc(X), the ﬁnal step by choosing the fresh z in the deﬁnition
of CPI(X) to be Z ·b. 
Lemma 27. (1) For any X, CPIc(X) is a closure. (2) CPIc is a closure.
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Proof. (1) Easy by Lemma 52.
(2) By deﬁnition, the union of two closures is also a closure. Since any CPIc(X) is a closure, so their union CPIc
is also a closure. 
Appendix E. Proof of the explicit substitution Lemma 39
Lemma 53. If A{b := c} ∈ CPI◦, then A{b := c} ⇓comm@a⇒ A{c/b} ⇓comm@a .
Proof. We consider all the top-level packets in the O1-solutions and I1-solutions of A: they can only be of the form
a.put〈C〉 or (b′)(b′ | a.put〈C〉), with either a = b or a = b. For all those packets having a = b, we change a into
c, and denote the resulting process A=. From laws (I/O-1), (I/O-2.2) and (I/O-0), we know that CPIcA{b := c} 
A={b := c}. So we only need to prove A={b := c} ⇓comm@a⇒ A{c/b} ⇓comm@a . For this, we prove by induction
on the derivation of A={b := c} ⇓comm@a :
(1) A={b := c} ↓comm@a : we can show that this implies A= ↓comm@a with a = b, which further implies A ↓comm@a
by the formulation of A=. So we have A{c/b} ⇓comm@a .
(2) A={b := c} ↪→ D ⇓comm@a : any reduction of A={b := c} can be matched by A{c/b} since by the formulation
of A= there is no direct interaction between A=and b[fwd c]. For any of the possible reductions, we can ﬁnd
A′ s.t. D ⇀↽ A′{b := c} and A{c/b} ↪→ A′{c/b}. By the same reasoning, we know that CPIc A′{b := c} 
A′={b := c}. So D ⇓comm@a implies A′={b := c} ⇓comm@a . Now, we can apply the induction hypothesis and
have A′{c/b} ⇓comm@a . So from A{c/b} ↪→ A′{c/b}, we know A{c/b} ⇓comm@a . 
Lemma 54. If A{b := c} ∈ CPI◦, then A{c/b} ⇓comm@a⇒ A{b := c} ⇓comm@a .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of A{c/b} ⇓comm@a .
(1) A{c/b} ↓comm@a : then we have A{c/b} ⇀↽ (X)(A1 | get.M〈A2〉@comm@a) with a /∈ X. We must have
A ⇀↽ (X)(B1 | get.M ′〈A′2〉@comm@a′) with a′ /∈ X and a′{c/b} = a. From A{b := c} ∈ CPI◦ we know that
b is a forwarder name, which means a′ = b, this means a = a′{c/b} = a′. So we have A{b := c} ↓comm@a .
(2) A{c/b} ↪→ C ⇓comm@a : any reduction of A{c/b} can be matched by either one or four (in the case of A{c/b} ↪→ C
due to (b.put〈C1〉){c/b} ↪→ put〈C1〉@c) reductions of A{b := c} ↪→∗ D. Moreover, in any of these cases we
can ﬁnd A′ s.t. C ⇀↽ A′{c/b} and D ⇀↽ A′{b := c}, so we can apply the induction hypothesis. 
Lemma 55. For any solution A, if A{b := c} ∈ CPI◦, then CPIc A{b := c}  A{c/b}.
Proof. By checking the deﬁnition.
(May-Loc) Easy.
(May-Test) For any C s.t. C(A{b := c}) ∈ CPIc and C(A{c/b}) ∈ CPIc, we need to show C(A{b := c}) ⇓comm@a
⇐⇒ C(A{c/b}) ⇓comm@a . Suppose C = (X)(− | B). Since b does not appear free in A{c/b} and is bound in
A{b := c}, we can suppose b fresh and does not appear free in B. So we have (X)((A | B){b := c}) ∈ CPIc which
implies (A | B){b := c} ∈ CPI◦. So by the previous two lemmas, we know that (A | B){b := c} ⇓comm@a ⇐⇒
(A | B){c/b} ⇓comm@a , which means A{b := c} | B ⇓comm@a ⇐⇒ A{c/b} | B ⇓comm@a . Since we can easily
show that for any A, B, and X: A ⇓comm@a ⇐⇒ B ⇓comm@a implies (X)A ⇓comm@a ⇐⇒ (X)B ⇓comm@a , the
result is proved. 
Lemma 39 (Explicit substitution). For any af -process p, we have CPIc  [[p]]{b := c}  [[p{c/b}]].
Proof. Direct result of the previous lemma, by observing that [[p{c/b}]] = [[p]]{c/b}. 
Appendix F. Proof of the ﬂattening Lemma 40
Deﬁnition 56. We deﬁne the formula CPI−(x) =def (y)(z)(C(xy) | V(xyz, z) | O1(xyz)∗ | I1(xyz)∗).
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We ﬁrst prove that for any CPIc-solution, we can obtain an equivalent CPI−-solution using Lemma 38.
Deﬁnition 57. For any solution A in CPIc, deﬁne A− to be the solution obtained from A by the following steps:
(1) O4 ⇒ O3 using (O-3): For any sub-solution B ∈ O4 of A, use (O-3) s.t. B is replaced by an O3-solution.
(For simplicity, we will not expand in the following, and useA ⇒ B ⇒ C to stand for 2 consecutive steps:A ⇒ B
then B ⇒ C)
(2) O3 ⇒ O2 ⇒ O1 using (O-2.1) and (O-1);
(3) O0 ⇒ O1 using (O-2.2);
(4) I4 ⇒ I3 ⇒ I2 ⇒ I1 using (I-3), (I-2.1), and (I-1);
(5) I0 ⇒ I1 using (I-2.2);
(6) I5 ⇒ I6 ⇒ I7 ⇒ (V | I8) using (I-5), (I-6), (I-7)
(7) I8 ⇒ (x)(C | O∗1 | I∗1) using (I-8).
Lemma 58. For any solution A ∈ CPIc, we have A− ∈ CPI− and CPIc A  A−.
Proof. From Lemma 38, we know that the solution after each transformation step is equivalent to the one before. Then
by congruence, we know CPIc A  A−. Moreover, after every step, the corresponding components are removed.
As a result, the ﬁnal solution A− will not have any Oi-solutions and Ij -solutions (i = 0, 2..4, j = 0, 2..8). So it is a
CPI−-solution. 
Deﬁnition 59 (Zimmer [27]). A (tree) substitution is a partial function  : N → N satisfying: for any a ∈ dom(),
there is integer ka s.t. aka /∈ dom() (i.e. it is acyclic). We deﬁne ∗ to be the corresponding partial function s.t. for
any a ∈ dom(∗), a∗ =def aka /∈ dom(∗).
For any solution A ∈ CPIc, we know that there are X ⊆ N , Y ⊆ N , C ∈ C, V ∈ V, D ∈ D, s.t. A ⇀↽
(Y )(Z)(C | V | D). Suppose V ⇀↽ ∏ki=1 ai[fwd bi]. We associate A with a partial function A which is deﬁned as
A =def ⋃ki=1{(ai, bi)}.
Lemma 60. For any af -process p, if 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ A, then A is a tree substitution.
Proof. The proof is by the observation that forwarders in A are created in some order. So we can assign a creation
order to the domain of A. Using this order, we know that any element in A is a pair from a higher order name to a
lower order name. So there will be no cycle. 
Deﬁnition 61 (Flattening). For any solution A with 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ A for some af -process p, we deﬁne its ﬂattening A
to be the solution obtained by removing in A− all the forwarders and the associated restrictions, then do the tree
substitution ∗A to the resulting solution.
Lemma 40 (Flattening). For any solution A with 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ A for some af -process p, we have A ∈ PIc and
CPIcA  A.
Proof. The ﬁrst result is easy. The equivalence is by Lemmas 58 and 39.
Suppose f n(A) = X and A− ⇀↽ (Y )(Z)(C | V | O1 | I1), with C ∈ C(XY), V ∈ V(XYZ, Z), O1 ∈
O1(XYZ)∗, and I1 ∈ I1(XYZ)∗.
First we prove A ⇀↽ (Y )(C | (O1 | I1)∗A) ∈ PIc. We know A = A− , dom(A) = dom(A−) = Z,
and im(A) = im(A−) ∈ X ∪ Y ∪ Z. So by the deﬁnition of tree substitution, we know that im(∗A) ∈ X ∪ Y .
Since O1 ∈ O1(XYZ)∗, we know that O1∗A ∈ O1(XY)∗. Similarly, I1∗A ∈ I1(XY)∗. With these, we know that
A ⇀↽ (Y )(C | O1∗A | I1∗A) ∈ PIc(X).
For the equational result, by Lemma 58, we know thatCPIc A  A−, we only need to show thatCPIc A−  A,
or CPIc  (Y )(Z)(C | V | O1 | I1)  (Y )(C | (O1 | I1)∗A). From A ∈ PIc, by Lemma 42.(1), we know
that there is af -process p = (O1 | I1)−1 s.t. O1 | I1 ⇀↽ [[p]]. By repeated application of Lemma 39, we know that
CPIc  (Z)([[p]] | V )  [[p∗A]]. Then by applying the context (Y )(− | C) to the result, we get the ﬁnal result. 
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Appendix G. Proof of Theorem 43
Lemma 62. For anyaf -process p, ifp −→ q, thenwe can ﬁndaCPIc-solutionA s.t. 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ AandCPI  〈〈q〉〉f n(p)
 A.
Proof. From p −→ q, we can ﬁnd names a, b, c, a af -process r, and a af -context C where the hole in context
C is not guarded, s.t. p ≡ C(a〈c〉 | a(b).r) and q ≡ C(r{c/b}). We can then ﬁnd a chemical evaluation context
C s.t. 〈〈p〉〉 ⇀↽ C(a.put〈comm.put〈fwd c〉〉 | (b)(b | a.put〈comm.get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑ [[r]]〉〉)) and 〈〈q〉〉f n(p) ⇀↽
C([[r{c/b}]]). We let A =def C((b)(b[fwd c] | [[r]])). We know that 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ A and CPIc  〈〈q〉〉f n(p)  A
(by Lemma 39). 
Lemma 63. For any af -process p, for any A s.t. 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ A, there is a af -process q s.t. CPIc  〈〈q〉〉f n(p)  A.
Proof. We let q = (A)−1. First we know that f n(A) = f n(p). So by Lemma 42.(2), 〈〈q〉〉f n(p) = [[(A)−1]] |∏
a∈f n(p) a[chn] ⇀↽ A. Then by Lemma 40, we know the result holds. 
Lemma 64. For any af -process p, if 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ A, then p −→∗ (A)−1.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ A.
(1) If A ⇀↽ 〈〈p〉〉, then (A)−1 ≡ (〈〈p〉〉)−1 ≡ 〈〈p〉〉−1 ≡ p. So we have p −→∗ (A)−1.
(2) If 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ A is by 〈〈p〉〉 ↪→∗ A′ and A′ ↪→ A, then by induction hypothesis, we know that p −→ (A′)−1. We
only need to show that (A′)−1 −→∗ (A)−1. We prove this by analyzing the derivation of A′ ↪→ A.
(a) The cases where Lemma 38 can be applied: we can show that A′ ⇀↽ A. So we have (A′)−1 −→∗ (A)−1.
(b) The special case where A′ ⇀↽ C(put〈fwd c〉@comm@a | (b)(b | get. ↑ . ↑ .b〈↑ 〈B〉〉@comm@a)) and
A ⇀↽ C((b)(b |↑ . ↑ .b〈fwd c |↑ 〈B〉〉@comm@a)). Then, we can ﬁnd a af -context C s.t. (A′)−1 ≡
C(a〈c〉 | a(b).B−1) and (A)−1 ≡ C(B−1{c/b}). So we have (A′)−1 −→∗ (A)−1. 
Theorem 43 (Operational correspondence). For any af -process p we have
(1) If p −→ q, then we can ﬁnd R with 〈〈p〉〉 −→∗ R and CPIc〈〈q〉〉f n(p)  R;
(2) If 〈〈p〉〉 −→∗ R, then we can ﬁnd q with p −→∗ q and CPIc〈〈q〉〉f n(p)  R
Proof. First we have the results in chemical semantics ↪→ by combining Lemmas 62–64. Then we can have the results
in normal semantics by Proposition 18. 
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